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All of the above are important to the work I am about to describe.

Terms
Wholeness: there is no essential difference
between the physical, the emotional and
the spiritual. Nor the erotic from the
sacred. Fundamental unity of all existence.
Spiritual = action of getting into the mud of life
and finding one’s Self in relationship; i.e.,
nothing can be said to exist unless it is in
relationship. Crafting relationship in BDSM
scenes invokes life to all involved.
Surrender (rather than submission): freely
relinquishing your entire being—body, mind
and spirit—, within agreements. Trust. It’s
all about “relationship, relationship,
relationship.” Existential emphasis.

B-ondage, D-ominance,
S-adism, M-asochism, within scenes
Our bodies are the primary tool of
BDSM art/skill. The practice is the
theoretical work.
Purposes:
1. to rend the human back into the
world, which is accomplished by
ritualized bridges (BDSM) between
self and dissociated “others” (from
parts of Self and from Nature) and
by the direct experiences.
2. For client to achieve awareness of
his greater wholeness. Behaviors
of a BDSM master guide the client
into spaciousness of his core self,
his “I AM”-ness.

Integrated Self and Evolving Spaciousness
Integrating our Parts

Opening Fields of Consciousness

Five of the men I have worked with
26 yo heterosexually-identified
“Help me overcome my homophobia.” Dom, B+D with a hetero man; sex worker.
Specifically asked to submit to me, a gay man, to “whatever,” to overcome emotional
blocks that were interfering with his sexual arousal.
34 yo gay-identified
“Help me work through the oppressions of my parents that still restrict my freedom.” Highly creative in the
performing arts, in a dull job.
45 yo gay-identified
“Teach me how to be a man.” Writer. Already held view of BDSM and sex as sacred encounters.
39 yo heterosexually-identified.
“Help me heal sexual dynamics that have plagued me in all my relationships, even into my current marriage.
Help me release my animal. Teach me the ways of gay sex.”
33 yo gay-identified
“The culture I grew up in has made me afraid to be myself. I am not even sure who I am any more. I want to
find out why I am so blocked.” History of cultural sexual shame and repression.
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Overall Structure
! 1. Extensive Intake (c. 1-1/2 hours)
! Life history; presenting issues; related memories.
! Summary/feedback to the client.
! Interventions/scenes to client, including negotiation of number of

sessions.

! Set date for next meeting, giving me time to structure an outline

for the sessions. I present the outline for sessions via email.
Upon agreement:

! Date and time are set to begin the work.

2. We start. Before each session, client is reminded of his
intentions for that session.
3. After each session, follow up occurs through both written and oral
communications. Adjustments are made as needed.
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“Teach me how to be a man”
8 Initiatory Sessions
I. A Journey to the “Beginning”
II. Freeing from the Bonds that Bind You
III. Implanting Awareness of the Wild and Rise of the
Beast.
IV. Overthrow of the Father

“Teach me how to be a man”
8 Initiatory Sessions
V. The Song You Came to Sing (Part 1)
Acknowledging and Honoring your Personal Powers
VI. The Song You Came to Sing (Part 2)
Picking up Your Personal Medicines to Serve Others.

VII. The Song You Came to Sing (Part 3)
Anchoring into the Land, from which Arises the Life Force
Energy, with Implications for Social Roles: Consort, Sacred
Intimate, Artist, StoryMaker, Warrior, and others.
VIII. Death and Rebirth of the New Man.

(This is the final ritual towards which everything is strategized.)

Session 2: Freeing from the Bonds that Bind You
A. At the Altar
Candles, sage and other incenses are lit; “Water is Life”
Ritual of clothing removal
The Sword is Laid
Theme: Deconstructing inhibiting bindings , asking me to enter into his world
The Wing Fan brushes off his naked body: “As you live, so shall you die.”
Mead is drunk. Take away the sword.
B. We are born in water.
Wash his body. Dry off.
Blindfold his eyes so that he can see better.
His hands are bound to the overhead bar with handcuffs, elastic bands.
His body is sweetened with palo santo.
Tie up his legs with ropes: meditation on what binds him
Anchor his ankles with heavy chains.
Anchor his genitals downward; leather strap around his abdomen.

Session 2 cont.
C. The Sacrifice
Rattle and Song (Mato jowe ayonban, je)
Scrape off his skin with a meat cleaver, clip hair from top of his head and offer skin cells
and hair to the incense fire.

D. Descent into the Underworld and Return
From behind, with increasing pressure on his nipples, with guided meditation, walk
him into a dark forest and take him down 10 steps into the earth, into the dark.
There he finds three things to bring back with him. One of them will be an animal.
When back: What are they? Where is each placed on his body? What color is
each? Draw the three on his body. (See next slide.)
Release him from his bonds and take him to a full length mirror. What is the narrative
of your inner world now brought into light? How do these successions of images
relate to what binds you in your life?
Five levels of Integration to probe: self, community, ancestors, nature, and to the
enfolding and changing realms of consciousness
E. Embodying in Practice

Unearthed Images drawn on his body

Session VIII: Death and Rebirth of the New Man
Prep: wear old clothes to represent what you are leaving behind. You will discard these.
Bring another set of clothes to represent your new life. These you will wear home.
A. At the Altar
A.

Clothing ritual: he dances to recorded music and removes his clothing, one at a time
setting them into my hands with these words: “I set down my life to be reborn.”

B.

In shower, I wash his body, then walk him to room in robe.
Removing robe, blindfold him, scour his body with lash and leather paddle and apply tit
clamps, all to induce his entering alternate reality.

B. The Sacrifice
He has already assigned an animal to each of 7 parts of his body. I shape shift into
each of his assigned animals and eat that part of his body. With mouth, teeth and
hands. It can be painful. Then take his “remains” to the burial site and lay him out.
NB: in this practice, his internal organs are also the location of his shadow. The
shadow must be eaten.

Burial Site Prepared

Shroud, may be
asked to make
their own and
be buried in it.

Session VIII, cont.

C. The Burial
On his belly, he holds a medicine bag with wairuru seeds and
dried beans, representing his powers, his personal
medicines and also, in this case, his primary relationship.
Over his prone body, I read his obituary, already written, then
“bury” him.
A dance of death around his body, with drum, is performed
and sung: Death, Decay, Fertilization, Gestation, Rebirth.
Mother Eagle comes and reassembles him with the parts
that the 7 different animals have carried.
Breath is given by me. (Replication of synchrony of breath in
BDSM, forming a bond before entering a scene.)
He is “unearthed.”

Burial Site

Prior Burial = mummification

Session VIII, cont.

D. Welcoming his Return
Water is brought from the altar and given: “Water is Life.”
Grapes or some sweet fruit: the sweet things of life.
Chicory or other bitter leaf in salt water: cleansing the
childhood wounds and sealing them up.
Honey is given: remember that the earth provides for healing.
Shower off the ritual and dress him in his new clothes.
E. Celebration on the Field of Ecstatic Joy

Results
(45 yo: teach me to be a man—8 times over 8 months) Crying upon rebirth: said the
entire experience was very moving, especially because his partner was
included in his rebirth; reported opening up sexual powers that his partner
participated in. Still refers to me as the one who initiated him into manhood.
Had had very intense experiences that took him months to integrate.
(33 yo: release from family wounds—met 7 times) Gave up his job, pursued his
dream, began being able to have sex with others.
(26 yo: help me heal my homophobia—met once a week for three months) Said he
had gone a long way in healing, then moved out of country to live with his
girlfriend.
(39 yo: release my inhibitions) His wife reported to me that for the first time in five
years he actually said a sound during sex and started using words as part of
sex play. He expressed a felt commitment to his marriage as well as openness
to other erotic explorations.
(33 yo) Reports continuing to be clear about who he is, and is willing to release
those who cannot fathom his changes and to then go on to find new friends. He
reports a freedom he has never before experienced.
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